












































Why Dem Mosquitoes Bite Me So
A Proclamation for Change in the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago

... We must understand that camaraderie and shared experiences helps to foster a united
bond and thwarts any attempts to exacerbate conflicts. We must seek to have wider repre-
sentation in our local government which reflects the makeup of our Borough. We must end "
the coolie nigger" syndrome which has plagued this country and our Borough for so long.
Egypt and Icacos are a part of our Point Fortin community and we must embrace this reality

Who Dey? Who Dey? Manicou Dey

How many of you remember the "Pick - a - Box" show on Radio Trinidad? Ah catched the
Point Encyclopedia off guard; ah stun Showboat... Pick - a- Box was a show that we heard
every Monday night on Radio Trinidad. The person who was selected "was asked a number
of questions of a general nature." If you answer all correctly, "your prize was a Bosch refrig-
erator, a return trip to Jamaica, a sewing machine, a cash prize or a "booby prize" (Shell
Trinidad Topics Vol. II No. 57. February 8, 1957).

"Did you know about Lover’s Lane in the guava patch next to Techier Village? Man ah tell
yuh, when we go to pick guava for we mother to make jam and guava cheese, we used to
climb dem trees and before we could get back down, a car would pull up with a man and
woman in it. Yuh know how much married man used to spend time in dey? Ah eh calling no
names but dem know who dem is. Dem woman know, too" (Billy Singh 9/21/08).

In Jah's Hands

Some non Rasta believe that Rastafari "has lost its light". There have been attempts to blind
side we but Rasta have expectedly known that there will always be those who think they
know us better than we know ourselves. Some have even attempted to create their own
brand of Rastafari calling it Christafari resulting in confusion within some camps. For poten-
tial new wannabees to overstand (understand) the fundamentals of Rastafari, so called
prophets of doom have bombarded the cyberspace and have published their cacophony
rampantly adding to the mass confusion/hysteria. Nevertheless, from this invasion, Rasta
will build a tower towards the heaven and in it spread their message as they overcome the
evils and frustrations of Babylon. One thing in certain, they cannot drive us away anymore....
"The people themselves must come to realize their own difficulties in the development of
their communities and try to solve them by collective participation, following an order of pri-
ority and taking their potentiality into account. It is well known to you all that recognizing
one’s problems and striving hard to challenge them is a mark of an attempt at self - suffi-
ciency." The Conquering Lion of Judah Haile Selassie I, 1963.

Ethiopian Women of Power

"...We are indeed glad for this evening which has caused our voice to be heard by all
women throughout the world. Regardless of the different countries and the different climates
they live in, women in this world are connected and have the same desire in maintaining
world peace and love .. . In spite of the differences of colour, race, creed and religion be-
tween the women of this world, they all hate war, because the fruit of war is nothing but dis-
aster…

"Empress Menen on the Italian invasion of Ethiopia, 1935
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